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Smart business owners know they must not look to solely survive but also grow in order to make it
big in the business scenario. More and more consumers are looking to search for products online,
presence in the old paper business directories is no longer useful. Consumers from the younger
generation do not use these paper directories such as Yellow Pages at all. And why would they for
the world has come at their finger tips with the help of laptops, computers and smart phones. Most
business owners have understood the essence of having an online presence and they are building
websites. This is a good way to start. But hardly any web designer is SEO savvy. Most of them do
not even know the first trick of optimising a website for the search engines. This leaves the business
owners with a website that can never reach the first page of Google or even the tenth page for that
matter. Such websites lose the entire benefit of online marketing. As consumers do not find them
with their searches, so the businesses cannot get new customers.

This is where the SEO consultants London come in. These SEO experts have in-depth knowledge
about the search engine algorithm and they can get sites to rank well in the search engine results.
The SEO consultants have spent a lot of years learning about various processes of search engine
optimisation. They have the skills needed such as keyword research, link building, on-site and off-
site SEO to get high search engine rankings for any website. The SEO consultants London can
easily focus on local keywords and keyphrases to earn high ranks in the search engines. When
local SEO is conducted a new business does not have to compete with the global or national
brands. Rather they are competing with companies in a specific market. Local search engine
optimisation gets a company recognised within its marketplace quite quickly.

Reputed SEO consultants London use Google maps as a way to build trust for the business among
the customers. Though setting up Google maps sounds quite simple but it can open new avenues
for the business owner and provide new customers. There are various powerful SEO tools used by
the experts to provide a prominence for any website in the search engines. The business owners
can make way through the confusing maze of online marketing with the help of effective SEO
consultants.

The work periphery of the SEO consultants London includes:

â€¢	Analysing internal structure of the website and looking for possible errors.

â€¢	Defining headers for each web page and each section.  

â€¢	Creating meta tags to attract target audience.

â€¢	Creating sitemap so that the website is properly indexed.

â€¢	Analysing content and making it attractive to both readers and search engines.

â€¢	Creating alternative texts for images in proper densities.

â€¢	Analysing URLs that are not friendly for Google.

â€¢	Reviewing XHTML codes and preparing documents suggesting relevant improvements for better
search engine rankings.
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â€¢	Accessing the possibility of creating landing pages or micro sites for attracting potential customers.

â€¢	Developing strategies to create content with a sight to improve site traffic.

It is no wonder then that most online businesses are attributing their success to the pivotal roles
played by SEO consultants London.
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Search Revolver is a reputable IT consulting company. They offer guaranteed a SEO consultant
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